Month Of: September, 2020
These activities are for various ages and will not be suitable for all ages. Supervision is suggested for all.

Day

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
1

Read story

Week 1

2
Observe the
changes of
nature

Big bad mood

Walk along
the park

Thursday

Friday
3

Sing a story
together
Watermelon
sweet

Building love of
Discuss what
stories.
will happen
Understanding the to our nature
effect that mood
in the fall
can have on us,
e.g. leaves
such as
turn yellow
feelings/emotions.
or
temperature
is cooler.
Learn &
experience
seasonal
change

Learn new
vocabulary
that is
related to
sensory
experiences
while singing
a story e.g.
taste

Suggestions
for
Extending,
Learning &
Play

Discuss how to
keep in a happy
mood e.g. sleep
well, exercise, eat
a healthy diet,
love, show care
and respect for
people around us

Discuss other
fruit and its
taste and
smell that
enrich new
words
learning e.g.
lemon,
orange,
banana, &
apple, etc.

7
Labour Day

Week 2

8
Science
Experiment
Why pine cones
open & close
Promote concept
of cause and
1

Make raisins
spider with
banana and
pretzel sticks
Recipe

Skills
Children are
Learning

Pick up some
colorchanging
leaves and
seeds on the
ground e.g.
pine cones &
red leaves.
Bring home
as materials
for indoor
activities

4

Fine motor
and sensory
exploration.
Mixing and
transforming
materials

Add materials
e.g. Ritz or
Breton
Cracker that
fill with
peanut
butter, jam,
or cream
cheese. Use
blue berry
replace
raisins as
spider’s eyes
11
9
10
Drawing
Make
Read Story
Portraits with
Butterfly
a partner
Snack
Goldilocks &
the Three
Recipe
Bears.
Building love
of reading.

Fine motor
and sensory
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Skills
Children are
Learning

effect when
putting pinecones
either in cold or
hot water. Ask
questions &
discuss after
observation

Building finemotor skills
&
Sensory
exploration.
Understand
if use
different
ingredients
that can
create
various style
of butterflies

Discuss &
compare the
difference
between
children and
adult e.g.
size, height,
or pieces of
furniture
such as large
and small
bowls,

exploration.
Promote
interaction
with other
peers

Suggestions
for
Extending,
Learning &
Play

Buy a
thermometer
from dollar shop.
Demonstrate the
changing degree
of temperature
while in hot or
cold water.
Discuss the result

Add books
with photos
of butterflies
showing
their colorful
and stylish
outlook to
stimulate
children’s
creative
idea.
Add fruit e.g.
banana &
grapes that
make
different
pattern

Talk about
what would
happen if
gets
something
belonging to
others.
Further
discuss the
importance
of honesty
that
everyone
appreciates it

Draw
partner’s
portrait on a
transparency
film or
medium size
Ziploc bags
with markers.
Add big paper
plate with
strings, hang
it on child’s
shoulder.

15

16

17

18

14
Read Story

Week 3

Skills
Children are
Learning

Make Yoghurt
Cereal Bark

Science
Experiment

Painting
Practice

Elephant &
Ants

Recipe

Orange
float or sink
in the
water

Pendulum
painting

Literacy
appreciation.
Concepts of
size.

Fine motor skills
development and
Sensory
exploration

Orange show
different
reactions
after peeling
off its skin

Observation
and fine
motor skill
practice.
Colour
recognition

2

Let’s speak
Polite words
with sign
languages

Understand
how to
communicate
with people
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Suggestions
for
Extending,
Learning &
Play

Week 4

Experience mixing
and transforming
materials

and putting
it into water

Experience
different
setting that
will create
another new
painting

Discuss how
to treat
everyone
kindly, and
talk about
what to do if
children are
being bullied
or teased by
other peers
e.g. talk to an
adult, ask for
help.

Add materials
such as raisins
grain or fruit.
Understand
different mixtures
can produce
various flavour

Add lemon,
lime, and
grapefruit to
discuss their
different
cause and
effect

Use water
instead of
paint colour
and set this
activity
outside e.g.
hang it on a
swing or use
four-leg
chairs to hold
the
container. Let
children play
in an outdoor
environment

Talk about
who we are
as people,
what makes
us similar and
different.

21

22

23

24

25

Science
Experiment

Let’s read
Believe in yourself

Dancing
grapes

Strawberry
banana
smoothie
Recipe

Re-open hair
salon service

Outdoor
painting

Pretend play
with hair
salon setting

Water
Syringe

Fine motor
and sensory
exploration.
Colour
recognition

Skills
Children are
Learning

Observation
after adding
some baking
soda and
vinegar in
water that
let quiet
grapes
dancing in a
bottle or
glass

Literacy
appreciation.
Discuss & share
whether why
believing in
yourself is
important.

Fine motor
and sensory
exploration
by cutting
the
ingredient.
Make ice
cubes to add
to smoothie.

Eye-hand
coordination.
Fine motor
and sensory
exploration
while cutting,
setting, and
combing new
cotton mop
head or the
hairs of the
toy dolls

Suggestions
for

Add popcorn,
blue berry &
raisins to

Discuss how to
overcome our
scare in a

Add yogurt
and honey,
make it to be

Add 1 ft. x 1
ft. cardboard
hanging with

3

Use a new
spray bottle
with different
nozzles
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Extending,
Learning &
Play

compare the
difference
This indicates
chemical
reactions by
mixture of
vinegar and
baking soda

dangerous
condition e.g.
calm down, look
around
environment and
try to solve
problem

28

Week 5

Science
Experiment
Underwater
Volcano

29

popsicle.
Understand
different
mixture can
produce
various
flavour and
product

30

Group Play

Let’s sing

Use recycle or
used product for
game

Alphabet
song

Skills
Children are
Learning

Observation
skills and
promote
cognitive
development

Understand
recycle stuff can
be their play
materials and
enjoy playing with
peers

Learn new
vocabulary &
alphabet by
singing that
enhance
child’s
interest in
learning
language

Suggestions
for
Extending,
Learning &
Play

Add different
food coloring
into the cup.
Try to put
hot water
into a big
cold
container.
Compare and
discuss the
result

Set toilet paper
cones in line and
blow them by
straws to see
whose fastest
group is. Or use
cardboard to wave
or block the paper

Add a phone
number song
that
stimulates
child to
count
numbers

4

strings or
yarns that
allow more
practice in
eye-hand
coordination
through
cutting and
combing the
hair
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Big Bad Mood (Story)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AaNHGSNMyPM
Goldilocks & the three bears (Story)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oUP2PFeOi8
Believe in yourself (Story)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FaoevMkMu1M
Elephant and the ant (Story)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2Xj-A7HsYE
Use polite words with sign language (Story)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1WJnbJDTS0
Why do pine cones open and close (Science experiment)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FWbon6xtUY
Does an orange float or sink? (Science experiment)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8ZXDpDh4VY
Dancing grape (Science experiment)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7O0hXJwiwI
Underwater Volcano (Science experiment)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEzPcexVUqc
Make Raisin Spiders (recipe)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6K6ziliy7c
Butterfly snack (recipe)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-7QDcNYPSc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgjTjdQRkLA
Yogurt Cereal Bark (recipe)

5
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https://mymommyworld.com/an-easy-breakfast-your-kids-will-love-yogurt-cereal-bark/
Strawberry Banana Smoothie (recipe)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJPhWB67_lA
Watermelon Sweet (Song)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcHWFmEQ8oY
Learn alphabet (Song)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faDqkMJ1Uk4
What’s your phone number (Song)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HEym20_e84M
Pretend play with hair salon (Dramatic play)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vtN2oHqsd0
Using recycle or used product for game (Group play)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C62RK2pTrIk
Pendulum Painting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOIDk5kBdYQ
Fly Swatter Painting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZeXlt-H6cuU

6

